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HEART BEAT 



Electrical noise 
AC line current (60 Hz) 
video monitors (50-120 Hz, refresh rate) 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Need to average because EEG (50-100 uV) is larger than EP/ERP (1-20 uV) 
 
 
ERPs can be isolated various signal averaging given certain assumptions. 
 
 
Effect of averaging on noise is NOT a direct, linear function of the number of  
trials; the noise  decreases as a function of the square root of the number of 
trials in the average. The signal to noise ratio increases as a function of the 
square root of the number of trials. 
 
e.g., if signal = 20 uV, noise = 50 uV, signal to noise ratio 20:50 = .4 If # trials 
= 2, then signal to noise ratio increases by sqrt (2) 
If # trials = 4, then signal to noise ratio increases by sqrt (4), etc. 
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EVENT-RELATED BRAIN POTENTIALS (ERPs) 



Finding ERP needles in the haystack 
 

Stimulus Stimulus 

4 traces 

16 traces 

32 traces 

64 traces 

Text Text 

Overlapped Averaged 



Almost always looking at averages, which assumes 
 - signal invariant 
 - noise random across trials 
 - signal independent of noise 
 - statistical properties of noise same across trials 



Variance in signal  amplitude 

Variance in signal latency 

Variance in signal latency 

Violating “same ERP” 
assumption 





Grand average ERP = average of subject average ERP 



Grand average waveforms 



Grand average distribution of scalp potentials 

Note 1: values in between the electrodes are interpolated 

Note 2: interpolated sounds better than “guessed” but they 
mean the same 
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Event-Related Brain Potentials (ERP) 

    An event-related potential is brain electrical activity which 
associated with a defined event.  

   
    Events that have been shown to be associated with 

measurable brain activity include external sensory 
events, self-paced motor events, and internal mental 
events.   

    
   The most straightforward way to demonstrate association 

of brain activity with an external event is by time-locked 
averaging. 
 



Exogenous and Endogenous EPs and ERPs 

• Exogenous evoked potentials are potentials whose 
characteristics (latency, amplitude, scalp distribution) 
depend on the sensory modality employed, and that are 
relatively independent of mental set. 
 

• Endogenous event-related potentials are potentials 
whose characteristics are relatively independent of the 
sensory modality employed, but depend on mental set.   



Why use electrophysiological measures to study cognition? Because, ERPs 

1) A relatively non-invasive brain measure 
2) Don’t require a behavioral response 
3) Provide continuous, instantaneous data, with ms resolution 
4) Multidimensional measure – amplitude, polarity, topography 
5) Offer a link to neurobiology, as well as psychological constructs, and 

phenomena  
 

The key to good ERP research is to ask questions where the kinds of 
answers that ERPs give is informative. 







INFERENCES from ERP COMPARISONS 

Always comparing 2 (or more)  
       voltage x time x location functions   
-- voltage waveforms in time across different 

scalp locations 
 

Most ERP studies refer to effects – e.g., N400 effect, P300 effect, 
etc.; this refers to comparisons, differences, not component in 
one condition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can’t just look at ERP and magically know what’s going on…or make inferences.



ODDBALL PARADIGM 

(oddball) (standard) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you just saw one of these waveforms say the response to the rare, you would not know what to make of it, if you didn’t have the standard response as a comparison....P3…need to show both in figure as well..



Amplitude 
  
Latency 
 
Topography of relative amplitudes across scalp 

Conventional ERP parameters (dependent variable)  from  
which inferences are drawn 



No difference - Null Results 
i.e., no main effect or reliable condition x electrode interaction  

Failure to find an effect could arise for various reasons 
– Perhaps, there is no difference between the conditions 
– Design is not (statistically) powerful enough to reveal the 

difference between the conditions (S/N ok?) 
– ERP quantification methods are suboptimal (inadequate 

temporal & spatial sampling)  
– Even if S/N and measurement are good, inference is 

limited as ERPs only represent a subset of brain activity 
(closed fields) 



Requirements for seeing ERP activity at scalp 

• Sufficient numbers (many) neurons with 
proper orientation 

• Firing synchronously 
• With electric fields that sum rather than 

cancel  (i.e., open field configuration neurons with 
dendritic trees all oriented on one side and axons on the 
other) 



Difference ERPs 
(Anomalous  minus coherent) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comparison of ERP difference wavesComparing  …I take coffee with cream and sugar/socks, at least when I drink coffee, since I usually drink tea.Discourse: My sister was very anxious to go to the theatre, Difference ERP  incong minus cong …  in two conditions which could differ or not depending on theoretical perspective.Look at waveshape, onset, 



Roehm et al. 

No diff in N400 for ungram conditions; animacy does not affect N400, but  it may still have an effect 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a case of an experiment 2 grammatical, 2 ungrammatical, vary animacy of noun in each case.There is effect of grammaticality but  no apparent effect of animacy on N400 or P600



Roehm et al. 

animate 

Inanimate 

ungrammatical 

grammatical 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bottom row – grammaticalTop two both ungrammaticalNote similarity of ERP waveform, but diference in WPow measure bevoked power(EPow), whole power (WPow), and phase locking index(PLI). All measures were determined by Gabor waveletanalyses in frequency bins of 0.33 Hz. EPow measures theproportion of evoked EEG activity in a specific frequencyband relative to critical stimulus onset andwas calculated on the basis of ERPs per participant,condition and electrode and then averaged over allparticipants [19]. WPow measures the total power in afrequency band on the basis of single trial analyses and wascalculated on the basis of individual trials for each conditionand participant with subsequent averaging [13]. ThePLI (also known as phase-locking value, PLV, phaseaveraging)measures the degree of inter-trial variation inphase between the responses to critical stimuli and therebyquantifies phase-locking of oscillatory activity irrespective ofits amplitude [19–21]. The PLI ranges between 0 and1, i.e. it is close to 1 when there is little variance in phaseacross trials and close to 0 otherwise. The PLI wasdetermined per condition, time-point, frequency and electrodesite for each participant and then averagedover participantsThe two distinct frequency-based correlates for theviolation N400 and the animacy N400 receive convergingsupport from the delta band analysis (averaged frequencybins 1–2.33 Hz). Here, the two ungrammatical conditions (C/D) show higher EPow between 600 and 1000 ms, whereas theinanimate grammatical condition (B) does not (Fig. 3; maineffect of grammaticality F(1,15)¼46.74, po0.001). Thus, thetwo ungrammatical conditions do not differ with regard toEPow in this frequency band. However, an analysis ofWPow and PLI measures revealed converse behaviour forthe two conditions: whereas the animate ungrammaticalcondition (C) is associated with a higher PLI (F(1,15)¼5.59,po0.04), the inanimate ungrammatical condition (D) elicitshigher WPow (F(1,15)¼4.76, po0.05). The generally higherdegree of evoked activity for the ungrammatical conditionscan therefore be attributed to underlyingly different processes,namely to a larger extent of phase-locking (i.e. moreconsistent timing across trials) in the animate and a greatersynchronisation (i.e. higher activity of the underlyingneuronal population) in the inanimate condition.



Let’s assume a real difference (& not due to artifacts)… 
 
Main effect of condition; condition x electrode interaction 
 
In some cases, that alone may be enough – that there is 
a difference, but we can conclude more, even if we know 
nothing about components or their functional 
significance or generators 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
e.g., Otten et al. 1993 Otten, Rugg, & Doyle (1993) were interested in knowing whether the ERPs to unattended information differed from one presentation to the next – in other words, does repetition affect ERP to a stimulus, even if the stimulus is actively ignored (not attended)?   Compared ERP to the second presentation of the same stimulus vs second of two stimuli  when not repeated… (R vs Rr)  (B vs R)  ERPs were sensitive to repetition….identity priming…YES! Possible conclusion: Unattended visual information is processed to the level of its identityNot necessarily its meaning Record ERPs before, during, and after unattended stimuliTest whether manipulations of the information content of the unattended stimuli affects the waveforms they elicitCompare ERPs to unattended words presented twice in a rowERP to first stimulus differs from ERP to secondERPs to sequentially presented non-repeated stimuli do not differInformation in the first stimulus affects the processing of the second (repeated) occurrence



Open vs. Closed Class Words 

 
• Open Class 

– Set that is continually 
changing as words come into 
and go out of fashion  

• Content Words 
– Meaning bearing elements 
– Important for semantic 

function 
• Nouns 
• Verbs 
• Adjectives 
• (most) Adverbs 

– Formed by adding –ly to an 
adjective 

 
• Closed Class 

– Set of these words changes 
very slowly 

– Remains relatively constant 
over time 

• Function Words 
– Very abstract meaning, if any 
– Important for grammatical 

function 
• Prepositions 
• Determiners 
• Conjunctions 
• Pronouns 
• (some) Adverbs 

– “where” “when” 

Coulson, 2006 



Closed class 
 Open class 

P200 

N400-700 

N400 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many differences … P2 …N400 …N400-700Are they al due to open versus closed class? Not necessarily….Could be differences in length, differences in frequency, differences in repetition, differences in abstract/concrete dimension, etc. clever designs needed to find out exactly what functional significance of differences is.



Open vs. Closed Class Words 

 
• Open Class 
• Large set of words 

(10s to 100s of 
1000s) 

• Varying length 
• Varying frequency 

 
• Closed Class 
• Relatively small set of 

words (few hundred) 
• Typically short (1-5 

letters) 
• Often repeated 

– Typically high 
frequency words 



 
When???  …TIMING  
 
Time of divergence is upper limit on the time by which the 
brain has appreciated difference between two conditions 
(there might always be earlier ones (different by at least…x 
ms) !  
 -- peak/mean latency, or condition x time interaction  
 
 
 



ERPs reliably differ ~200 ms 

Exptl condition 1 Exptl condition 2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Latency hard to measure



Woldorff & Hillyard,  1991 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Earliest effect of auditory selective attention



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Woldorff et al… how early does selective attention have an effect?  P20-50;;; here M50



Thorpe et al. 1996 

How quickly does the visual system differentiate between different 
categories of objects? 



 
When???  …TIMING  
 
Time of divergence is upper limit on the time by which the 
brain has appreciated difference between two conditions 
(there might always be earlier ones (different by at least…x 
ms) !  
 
When components are known (identified, measured, analyzed) 
and ERPs only vary in latency of that particular component it is 
generally concluded that same neural process (and the same 
psychological process that it reflects) is present but with 
different time course.  
 
Traditionally, quantitative effect, though could have qualitative 
consequences 
 
 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t just differ. Rather they differ in the latency of a  positive peak…Reliability of difference can be established…  though hard to measure onset and peak latency, or duration…If …big IF …but if we know what process this positive peak representss, then can infer that two conditions differ with respect to this process. Or if we know what wave/component it is we can infer that “same neural process” has been  invoked at a different time relative to stimulus onset.  We need to know something about the functional significance of the “component” or at least the antecedent conditions that led to its elicitation – what stimuli were presented and what subject was asked to do, and how that part of the waveform behaved.  E.g., this positivity reflects categorization of stimuli as target/rare event…might want to see standards   e.g., we’d want to standards compared to these…  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2013, stopped here did some more inf next lecture …but that is added hereexample, same types of sentences presented at 4 different rates …one word every 100, 250, 700, 1150…Whatever the difference is …it starts later when rate is very fast.If we know that this is an N400 …then we can say that process reflected by N400 is affected by rate of presentation….delayed…perhaps smaller…but still present…. Quantitative rather than qualitative difference.Best completion, unrelated word, word related to best completion….similar effects at all rates...relatively greater negativity for l



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, whatever this positivity reflects it IS affected by presence of NOISE, but not particularly the same/opposite dimension;Can use this differential sensitivity to come up with hypotheses about functional significance of the components…sensitive to sensory variable, less sensitive to stimulus-response compatibility.





It was a pleasant surprise to find that the car repair bill was only seventeen 

dollars 

dolphins 
scholars 

 Cohort congruous (dollars) 
 Cohort incongruous (dolphins) 
 Rhyme (scholars) 
 

Van Petten et al. 1999 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They found that N400 amplitude remained low for the “dol” part of dollars and dolphins, but increased rapidly for “dolphin” when the two words started to diverge. The point when “dollars” and “scholars” diverged however was much earlier. They concluded that semantic integration can begin before a word is completely identified. 



It was a pleasant surprise to find that the car repair bill was only seventeen 

dollars 

dolphins 
scholars 

 Cohort congruous (dollars) 
 Cohort incongruous (dolphins) 
 Rhyme (scholars) 
 

Van Petten et al. 1999 

Semantic integration or t least context effect can begin before word identification. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They found that N400 amplitude remained low for the “dol” part of dollars and dolphins, but increased rapidly for “dolphin” when the two words started to diverge. The point when “dollars” and “scholars” diverged however was much earlier. They concluded that semantic integration can begin before a word is completely identified. 



Amplitude difference 
main effect of condition, peak or mean amplitude measure  

• ERPs differ only in amplitude of peak/component 
   -- must rule out single trial variability 
• Real amplitude difference 
   - same neural process, but more or less activation or 

engagement (strength, degree) 
     -- smaller PSPs in same neurons 
     -- smaller number of neurons 
     -- less temporal synchrony 
 
 



AMPLITUDE DIFFERENCE 

Raw averages             

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reliability of difference can be established…  though hard to measure onset and peak latency, or duration…Need to rule out jitterIf …big IF …but if we know what process this positive peak represents, then can infer that two conditions differ with respect to this process. Or if we know what wave/component it is we can infer that “same neural process” has been  invoked at a different time relative to stimulus onset.  We need to know something about the functional significance of the “component” or at least the antecedent conditions that led to its elicitation – what stimuli were presented and what subject was asked to do, and how that part of the waveform behaved.  E.g., this positivity reflects categorization of stimuli as target/rare event…might want to see standards   e.g., we’d want to standards compared to these…  



Raw averages            Latency Adjusted  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t just differ. Rather they differ in the latency of a  positive peak…Reliability of difference can be established…  though hard to measure onset and peak latency, or duration…If …big IF …but if we know what process this positive peak represents, then can infer that two conditions differ with respect to this process. Or if we know what wave/component it is we can infer that “same neural process” has been  invoked at a different time relative to stimulus onset.  We need to know something about the functional significance of the “component” or at least the antecedent conditions that led to its elicitation – what stimuli were presented and what subject was asked to do, and how that part of the waveform behaved.  E.g., this positivity reflects categorization of stimuli as target/rare event…might want to see standards   e.g., we’d want to standards compared to these…  



. 

Spatial Attention Modulates Early ERP Components 

Mangun, Hillyard & Luck  Attention & Performance 1990 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typical paradigm, stimuli are presented in randomized sequences to two (or more) locations in visual field, while subject pays attention to only one location.Stimuli at attended location typical elicit enlarged P1 (80-130 ms) and enlarged N1 (150-200 ms) over posterior scalp relative to stimuli at unattended location. Sensory gating… modulation of exogenous componentry, rather than addition of endogenous event.Usually considered quantitative.



Difference in Scalp Distribution 
   Condition x electrode interaction 

Manipulation A  

Manipulation B  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ERPs have spatial dimensionOne experimental variable, influenced potentials parietally, while other exptl variable influenced potentials frontally 







Ganis, Kutas,& Sereno 



Scalp Distribution 

   Statistically reliable between-condition differences in 
the distribution of scalp potentials show without 
question that corresponding neural generators do 
differ somehow with respect to their location, polarity 
or intensity  --  i.e., in some combination of location, 
polarity, and relative or overall strength.  

 
    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps functionally nonequivalent cognitive processes are engaged across conditions or time.Scalp distribution differences can only come about when the patterns of neural activity generating the distributions differ across conditions or time. However, An ERP effect may be generated by a single, anatomically circumscribed neuronal population, or it may reflect the contribution of multiple, anatomically distributed populations. This means that there is more than one reason why the scalp distributions of two ERP effects may differ. In the simplest case, different distributions may signify the engagement of anatomically distinct generators. Alternatively, scalp distribution effects could reflect differences in the relative contributions of the different components of a common set of generators, in terms either of their strengths or time courses. In the first case, one would conclude that the two effects are truly distinct anatomically. In the second case, the effects might both reflect activity within a common functional network; whether such a finding constitutes evidence of a strong functional dissociation is arguably less obvious (e.g., Urbach & Kutas, 2002).amplitude normalization at best only rules out one special case: namely, where the generators in the two conditions all have the same locations and polarities and differ in strength by the same multiplicative factor. 



We’d like to go from scalp distribution differences to differences 
in neural generators. But we can’t!!! 
 
Inverse Problem: An infinite number of generator configurations 
can lead to the same distribution of potentials at the scalp … so 
we can’t find generators from scalp data alone. 
 
 



SCALP DISTRIBUTION 
(condition x electrode interaction) 

   Usually taken as qualitative difference, but we 
can’t really be sure, and we have to be careful 

 



Visual Sensory Evoked Potentials with Half field presentation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visual stimulation in visual half field study  -- different distributions for early potential, but do we want to infer qualitatively different processes? Not really.



We can make some inferences when we know nothing 
about componentry, but in fact we do know something 
about components and their functional significance. 
 
Exogenous (sensory)/evoked components 
 - more dependent on external factors 
 - evoked, obligatory, sensory 
 - <150 ms (BER, P1, N1, P2) 
Endogenous (cognitive) components 
 - more dependent on internal factors 
 - >200 ms (N2, P3, N4, etc.) 



We measure peaks and troughs and effects for convenience. 
However, there is nothing that guarantees that a peak or 
trough is a component, and there is nothing special about the 
point at which voltage reaches a local maximum or minimum. 

THERE’S NOTHING SPECIAL ABOUT PEAKS 



As already stated, one ERP alone cannot reveal its functional significance. 
Neither the peak latency nor the time course  of an underlying ERP component 
are evident from a single ERP waveform and even differences alone cannot 
reveal the underlying (latent) componentry.  

A PEAK IS NOT A COMPONENT 

THE ERP RECORDED LATENT COMPONENTS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HOWEVER,  COULD JUST BE DECREASE IN AMPLITUDE OF c2INFER WITH CAUTION….



Presenter
Presentation Notes
HOW DO WE DO MAKE INFERENCES ABOUT COGNITIVE PROCESSING FROM MEASUREMENTS OF NEURAL PROCESSING?NEED TO MAKE LINKING HYPOTHESES… LINK A COGNITIVE PROCESS OR STATE TO PARTICULAR CHANGE IN MEASURE …IF WE SAY THIS MEASURE REFLECTS THAT PROCESS …WE ARE ASSUMING SOME RELATIONSHIP/LINK …AND WE NEED TO BE EXPLICIT ABOUT IT.LINKS ARE MADE ON BASIS OF CORRELATIONS IN DATA



DETERMING FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 

1. SPECIFY ANTECEDENT CONDITIONS – what independent variable 
do/don’t influence amplitude or latency of “component” or “effect”  
 

2.  IDENTIFY CONSEQUENCES OF COMPONENT VARIATION – what 
aspects of behavior are related to component  

 

We need a linking hypothesis that links/correlates particular physical/mental 
process or state to a particular type of change in measure. But, at best, what 
we have is a correlate of the processing. To assume process is causally 
responsible for activity, we need to show that the activity is necessary and 
sufficient for the process.  



1. Focus on a specific component 
 
2. Use well-studied experimental manipulations 
 
3. Focus on large components 
 
4. Isolate components with difference waves  
 
5. Focus on components that are easily isolated  
 
6. Use experimental designs which are not dependent 
on what component is. 

Luck’s Strategies for Avoiding Ambiguities in Interpreting ERP Components 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. In any given experiment, preferable to manipulate only one or two components, holding others constant. 2. Use experimental manipulations/paradigms that are well known under conditions that are as similar to well studied conditions…good for replication, easier to note something different3. Focus on large components. Small ones can be reliable, but large components dominate waveform and their measurement is less sensitive to distortions caused by overlap of others4. Use difference waves…5. Use difference waves, especially for components that can readily be extracted. LRP...N2pc …both components that are lateralized. LRP – lateralized readiness potential, based on RP which is larger (more negative over contralateral motor areas)…N2pc – N2pc for a given hemisphere is more negative when attention is directed to the contralateral visual field, than ipsilateral visual field, even when evoking stimulus is bilateral.In both cases, lateralization makes it easier to extract.If you can ask a question that doesn’t require knowledge of the component that’s great….



Thorpe et al. 1996 

How quickly does the visual system differentiate between different 
categories of objects? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXAMPLE OF CONTENT INDEPENDENT DESIGN



Johnson & Olshausen, 2003 



Johnson & Olshausen, 2003 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Animal and nature images differ in terms of low level features and textures. There may be many differences. Here’s one differences in power spectrum.  Scenes with animals have approximately equal power  in all directions whereas those with without animals have much more  power in the vertical spatial frequencies. The point is that they vary  in this way so you can’t attribute a difference in brain potentials or for that matter anything in terms of the differential recognition times. 



When physical stimuli across conditions differ, consider the possibility that they can 
account for some if not all the condition differences observed. 

Be extra cautious when comparing conditions with different numbers of trials. 

Be cautious when the presence or timing of motor responses differs 
between conditions. 

Whenever possible, experimental conditions should be varied within trial blocks 
rather than between trial blocks. 

Make sure that given experimental effect has a single possible cause.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Obvious points…but too often forgotten and especially critical since ERPs are sensitive measures of change.Avoid confounds.Always consider secondary effects of exptl manipulations: interested in effects of stimulus discriminability on P3 component.  press to rare Q, and not to frequent non-Q ..many ways Q differs from other letters, not just target discriminability.  Probability, different letter – different shape, different frequency of occurrence, but more frequent than any of the other non-target letters,One has a response, other doesn’t, etc. 
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